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dʼÁgua and José Pedro Grazina | Graphic Design_ Madalena Cortez | Photography_ Fabrice
Ziegler | Merchandising Illustration_ Luís Afonso | Video_ Mairea Segui Buenaventura/LocasLocas
Producciones | Scenography/Decoration_ Baal17, Bruno Guerra and Fabrice Ziegler | Scenography
and Lighting Assistance_ Carlos Cascalheira and Madalena Serôdio | Area of artistic intervention_
concept of Baal17 and Fabrice Zieglar with Margarida de Araújo, Ariel Rodriguez and Rolando
Galhardas | Catering_ Rui Pedro Lucas | Comunication_ Hugo Fernandes and Sandra Serra |
Translation_ Teresa Pizarro and Inês Klinesmith | Management_ Rui Ramos
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Mourinho, Luís Ferreira, José Manuel Laranjeira, Manuel Cavaco, Maria Fé Carvalho, Musibéria, Pedro
Grilo, Rafael Cavaco, Susana Romão, Teresa Pizarro and all of those who contributed to the 20th edition
of NNN.

Espaço Nora //
Admission - 9.45 PM
Shows start at - 10.30 PM
Entrance //
2€- Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday
3€ - Friday and Saturday
Maximum Capacity - 250 people

+ INFORMATION
Baal 17 - Companhia de Teatro
Cineteatro Municipal de Serpa,
Apartado 113, 7830 - 392 Serpa
e-mail: baal.17@mail.telepac.pt
Tlf: 284 549 488 | Tlm: 961 363 107
Facebook: noitesnanora | Baal17teatro
www.baal17.pt

PRODUÇÃO:

BAAL 17 FINANCIADA POR:

BAAL 17 SUBSIDIADA POR:

BAAL 17 APOIADA POR:

União das Freguesias de Serpa

NOITES NA NORA COM O APOIO DE:

União das Freguesias de Vila Nova
de S. Bento e Vale de Vargo

ESPAÇO VINHO:

APOIO À DIVULGAÇÃO;

CREATING UNIQUE MOMENTS FOR

20

FRIDAY 05 JULY »

DOCUMENTARY
9.45pm « ESPAÇO NORA

BAAL17
“20 NNN”

Baal17 - Theatre Company celebrates 20 editions of Noites Na Nora and "tries" to show through video
the plays, the people, the space renovations year after year, the festival, the culture. We say "tries"
because the emotions created at each unique moment can hardly be captured on camera. That's why we
also look forward to seeing you watch, re-watch, remember and perhaps, get emotional with us. What
about the future? What will happen to a cultural event that is not a summer music festival? It will always
be an event where “culture is like a celebration”. As for the rest, get ready to find out. 20 NNN - we are
all grown up, but mainly showing the liveliness of our own age.
Video directed and edited by_ Marco Ferreira with Mairea Segui Buenaventura and Sebastián Reyne/Locas Locas
Producciones
Running time_ 60' I Rating_ U (suitable for all)
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FRIDAY 05 JULY »

THEATRE
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

OFICINA DE TEATRO
DE SERPA

“A visita da velha senhora”, de Friedrich Dürrenmatt

This is the fifth theatrical production of the Serpa Theatre Workshop and its first foray into one of the great
classics of dramaturgy. A small masterpiece of pessimism and a classic of modern times.
The play has a simple storyline: a millionaire offers a billion to the citizens of her decaying hometown to kill
the man who abandoned her in her youth. The intention is publicly announced: instead of hiring someone to
kill her former lover, the woman makes the proposal to the whole city. Revenge takes over that society as a
whole and causes it to get its hands dirty instead of the protagonist.
What is Power? What is manipulation? Cynicism, absurdity, virulence that haunts us since the middle of the
last century.
Staging and dramaturgy_ Filipe Seixas I Staging Assistant _ Bárbara Soares I Cast_ Ana Paula Cardoso, Anabela Dias, Ana
Maria Romão, André Espada, Bárbara Faustino, Carlos Amarelinho, Carlos Cascalheira, Conceição Serpa Soares,
Fátima Mestre, Filipa Figueiredo, Filomena Mourinho, Francisco Moquenco, Francisco Mira, Joana Penado, José Manuel
Laranjeira, José Reis, Leonor Basílio, Manuel Cavaco, Manuel Lobo, Paula Soares, Pedro Grilo, Rafael Costa, Susana
Romão, Teresa Pizarro and Teresa Marujo I Production_ Baal17
Running time_ 60' I Rating_ 12
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SATURDAY 06 JULY »

MUSIC
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

MIRANDA
After 15 years giving voice to the band O'QUESTRADA, Marta Miranda prepares her first solo album. A
tribute to Lisbon that combines Fado with the electric guitar, with its launch scheduled for the end of
2019. Accompanied by Simone Carugatti and Luís Guimarães, Miranda does the first live rehearsal of
her solo album at the 20th edition of Noites Na Nora, a stage that "very much enchants her" and on
which she stepped twice before with the band O'QUESTRADA. A simple and intimate concert, marked by
the meeting of two guitars and the unique voice and stage presence of Miranda.
Running time_ 60' I Rating_ U (suitable for all)
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SUNDAY 07 JULY »

THEATRE FOR BABIES
7pm and 9pm « CA - CULTURA VIVA

AL TEATRO
“AL Bá Blá”

During that brief period of our lives, which no one can ever remember, everything is new, stimulating,
essential, basic, sensory, sensational, magical. We are receptive to all that may appear, to the discovery
of time, space, others and self. We are fascinated with our body and with the senses, sensations and emotions that it gives us. And we marvel at the world.
Celebrating this first stage of our lives, we have generated this AL BÁ BLÁ both to dazzle babies and to
remember the magic of simple things that may have been forgotten by adults.
Concept and Interpretation_ André Cabrita and Bárbara Faustino I Technical and Operational coordination_ Pedro
Ramos I Video_ Erol Lleri Llordella I Musical Support_ Ariel Rodriguez I Staging, Props, Costumes, Sound, Lighting_
Coletivo
Running time_ 25' I Rating_ U (suitable for all)
More at_ https://www.facebook.com/alteatro.teatrodoarade/
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SUNDAY 07 JULY »

ILUSIONISM
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

ZÉ MÁGICO
“O quê?”

Have you heard someone say that nothing’s impossible? You don’t believe it? Then remember this: What.
Experience tells me that it will be useful during the show where the most unusual hypotheses become real
and make one doubt that all the senses are working. This is a magical world that does not impress with
its tricks only, in “O Quê!?” life transports itself to the narrative, and it’s it that gives meaning to
everything that happens on the scene. "Can you teach me this trick?", "What is the key to Euromillions?",
"Can you make money appear?” The question asked to the point of exhaustion finally bears fruit, in this
case, you will have to see it to believe it.
Artistic Creation_ José Pereira I Interpretation_ José Pereira (Zé Mágico) I Soundtrack_ Luís Trindade
Running time_ 25' I Rating_ 8
More at_ https://www.facebook.com/ozemagico/
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WEDNESDAY 10 JULY »

THEATRE
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

ESTE - ESTAÇÃO TEATRAL
DO FUNDÃO
“Há beira na revolta”

“Há Beira na Revolta!” is a play that brings together several stories from the Beira Interior region between the
19th century and the mid-twentieth century. Far from the central powers but under the yoke of all sorts of pseudo-chiefs, in "and the rest is landscape, but pay the toll", right there between saws, pits, stones and more cliffs,
what soul is this that rises, echoes, that you see through the infinite sky - what cloud in the name of human
dignity?
Following this impulse, Estação Teatral converges two basic purposes of the approach of theatre that has
been researched for the last decade and a half: the recourse to an age-old art of storytellers, where all the
means are enclosed in the body of the actor, in search of a Total Theatre, and this pressing need to work with
the rich and multifaceted universe of its region.
Playwright and Staging_ Nuno Pino Custódio | Scene Designer_ Estação Teatral | Cast_ Tiago Poiares and Roberto Querido
Musicians_ Alexandre Barata, Dário Cunha and Pedro Rufino | Lighting Design and Operation_ Pedro Fino | Photgrapher _
Miguel Proença | Communication Design_ Hugo Landeiro D.
Running time_ 60' I Rating_ 12
More at_ www.esteteatro.com
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THURSDAY 11 JULY »

THEATRE
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

TEATROMOSCA
"Anónimo", de Jorge Palinhos

The virtual world facilitated communication between people, but also facilitated the creation of fake
identities and profiles, used for all kinds of dubious activities and even for the creation of the digital
equivalent of the old street gangs. It is before this fragmentation of the self, in which identity can become
a tool of liberation and oppression, that we live.
On stage, with theatrical tools, we will create a forum where performers try to build their identity - true or
false - within the possibilities and formulas that the site gives them - memes, vlogs, rage comics, gifs ranging from sharing interests and affections, to the common hatred of individuals and organisations.
And in the middle of this complex web, what happens when someone tries to find their own expression
and get out of this system?
Author_ Jorge Palinhos | Staging_ Pedro Alves | Cast _ Rafael Barreto, Elson Marlon Ferreira and Margarida Belo Costa,
with David Mendes (Casa Seis) and Beatriz Andrade, Nelma Santos and Suse Rodrigues (CAF Lumiar) and Beatriz
Mestre, Leonor Coelho and Miguel Sargento (Grupo de Teatro EnCena, Escola Secundária de Serpa) | Scenography_
Pedro Silva | Photography_ Catarina Lobo | Video_ Ricardo Reis | Video Assitant_ Madalena Carvalho (intern) | Tecnhical
direction and lighting design_ Carlos Arroja | Illustration and graphic design_ Alex Gozblau | Co-production_ CAB – Centro
Coreográfico de Lisboa | Partner_ Casa Seis e CAF Lumiar
Running time_ 75' I Rating_ 12
More at _ https://teatromosca.weebly.com/
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FRIDAY 12 JULY »

THEATRE
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

A PANADARIA (ESP)*
“Elisa e Marcela”

Year 1902, A Coruña. Two women marry in the Church of San Xurxo, one of them dressed as a man. A history
of police persecution, diligent escapes, identity changes, and manipulated information.
The comedians of A Panadaria present an irreverent reconstruction of a real event that spread through Galicia, Portugal and Argentina. A musical comedy where the truth seems unreal.
Elisa and Marcela is a love story full of mishaps.
Adaptation and interpretation_ Areta Bolado, Noelia Castro and Ailén Kendelman | Script_ A Panadaria and Gena Baamonde
| Music_ Ailén Kendelman | Lighting_ Montserrat Piñeiro and Laura Iturralde | Costumes_ Fanibell | Graphic imagery_ Noelia
Castro | Photography_ Pilar Abades | Video_ Alex Penabade | Singing consultant_ Marión Sarmiento
Running time_ 80' I Rating_ 12
* Show sponsored by Acción Cultural Española (AC/E) through Programa para a Internacionalização da Cultura Espanhola (PICE) in the
Mobilidade helpline.
More at_ http://apanadaria.es/
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SATURDAY 13 JULY »

PERFOMANCE/
ARTISTIC RESIDENCY
9pm « CA - CULTURA VIVA

ROLANDO GALHARDAS
“In Between me and myself”

This solo is the last piece of a triptych started in 2017, called “D.U.A.L.I.T.A.T.E.M”, a path and search
for the construction of my identity, the search that brought me here, to Serpa and Noites na Nora, a place
where I grew so much and where so much has been conquered. Therefore, and without it being planned
in this way, it's a happy event, that this last solo act, which in the chronology of the triptych is the first, is
developed here.
In a search that has been latent in me since I was very young, I always came across questions that made
me question how and where I see myself in the world.
Who Am I? What Am I? A Man. A Woman. A Hybrid. Am I dual or will I be multiple? In an attempt to
make my individual and particular discourse about my identity, I try to create vehicles of relationship
between my identity or my identity issues and those of the spectator, almost as if through the particular
identity I could speak of an identity collective.
The Duality of Gender in the individual: The body devoid of Symbols; My body in my gender, my genders
in one body.
Artistic Direction and Interpretation_ Rolando Galhardas | Directing Assistant and Document Monitoring_ André Batista
Running time_ 60' I Rating_ 6
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SATURDAY 13 JULY »

MUSIC
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

FADO BICHA
Fado Bicha is a musical and activist project comprised of Lila Fadista (voice) and João Caçador (electric guitar
and other instruments). The project, in all its aspects (thematic, lyrical, visual, musical), rests on a premise of
subversion of the heteronormative rule. Even more so when the reference matrix and the material on which
they work is Fado, a conservative musical style nurtured by a traditionalist medium. Through the modification
of already sung poems and the creation of new ones, spaces are created for the experimentation of non-normative narratives regarding gender and sexuality. It’s Fado to the bone, intense and torn, and it is Bicha
(queer) because it uses subversion as a language of identities that are underrepresented.
Running time_ 80' I Rating_ 16
More at_ https://www.facebook.com/fadobicha/
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SUNDAY 14 JULY »

THEATRE/TALES
FOR INFANCY
7pm and 9.30pm « CA - CULTURA VIVA

TEATRO EXTREMO
“A lenda das amendoeiras em flor”

A storyteller leads us to the time when Portugal was still a land of fairy tales and enchanted Moors ... to
the Arab kingdom of the Algarve, where it lived a king who married a princess from the North. But the
princess suffers from a strange illness. A wise man and poet discovers that the cause of this illness is the
longing («saudade») that the princess feels of its native land. The king then instructs them to plant many
almond trees, and when they bloom, they will make the princess remember her land and she will be
healed.
Based on the folk tale “A Lenda das Amendoeiras em Flor” | Concept and Interpretation_ Fernando Jorge Lopes |
Scenography and costumes_ Teatro Extremo and Alice Rôlo | Props_ Ana Taipas e Jean Marc Dercle | Photography_
Vítor Cid
Running time_ 20' I Rating_ 4
More at _ https://www.teatroextremo.com/
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SUNDAY 14 JULY »

THEATRE/
ARTISTIC RESIDENCY
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

CLÁUDIA GUIA, JOÃO MOURA,
PEDRO NUNES, SARA CRUZ
E TERESA MOURA
“A morte chama-se Laura” *

Death walks into a bar. Four young people face it and face each other. They have a drink. They face their
choices: the return, conformity, reclusion and freedom. Any logic to choose - and choose well - what to do
with a life that has barely begun is subverted when what they decide to be or not to be is put in question so
suddenly. They're young, none of them knows what dying is. And yet it would be fair to say that they don't know
how to live. Screams, shouts, tears, silence, the end. Will it be? Laura will write it later.
Script and Staging_ Pedro Nunes | With_ Cláudia Guia, João Moura, Pedro Nunes and Sara Cruz | Music, Sound
and Lighting_ Teresa Moura | Flyer and Design_ Rita Mendes | Production_ Teatro da Liberdade | Production
Assitance_ Câmara Municipal de Tomar and Fatias de Cá
Running time_ 80' I Rating_ 12
* Artistic residence winner of the contest promoted by Baal17
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WEDNESDAY 17 JULY »

THEATRE
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

PROJECTO RUÍNAS
"Felicidade"

A singer made an appointment with God when she became ill: a supposed tumour in the vocal cords.
With her prayers, she thought that her talent guaranteed her closeness (a VIP place) with the creator. Cured,
after the scare, and having returned to daily life, the singer struggles with the impossibility of reconciling with
the simple things of life. The stage mates, the musicians, the agent, quickly show her that time has not stopped.
And that her, overcome by events, will have to accept her destiny.
The portrait of a singer who looks for a reason to continue after discovering that God has served her nothing.
This project is part of a series of fictional biographies by Projecto Ruínas. It was the motto for the shows
"Dança", "Mute" and "Solo", in which biographies of artists in various ways were made into fiction and where
the element of the show was used as a specific universe, to reflect on the artist's role in society, its importance
as a provocateur of emotions and thought.
Concept and Staging_ Francisco Campos | Cast_ Susana Blazer, Susana Nunes, Francisco Campos and Miguel Antunes
| Sound Design_ João Bastos | Light Design_ Nuno Patinho | Scenic Space_ Bruno Guerra | Costumes_ Andreia Rocha |
Recording and Editing_ Rodolfo Pimenta | Graphics_ Miguel Rocha
Running time_ 60' I Rating_ 12
More at_ http://projectoruinas.pt.vu/
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THURSDAY 18 JULY »

THEATRE
10.30pm «LARGO DOS CONDES
DE FICALHO

PERIPÉCIA TEATRO
"Iceberg, O Último Espetáculo"

This is not a play for “altar boys” with sensitive hears and of delicate nature, used to upholstered chairs.
Everything begins (and ends!) after a long period when Man, blinded by ambition and consumerism, fascinated by his own discoveries and inventions, did not take care of his house. He cut down trees, left that rivers and
seas be polluted, made plastic and concrete kings. Selfish and foolish, he spent resources and deprived
animals of their habitats.
“ICEBERG” is not a comedy, it’s not a play that will make us laugh out loud. It's rather a way, sometimes comical, of narrating tragedies, that of Men and of Earth. It is a way of approaching, without taboos, serious matters, those that we prefer to sweep under the carpet. To pretend that we have no responsibilities. To hide from
the indiscreet look of the visits to dirt. The visits, after all, are ourselves. Visits and hosts of this sphere lost in
space, which we judge exclusively ours.
Everything begins after the great thaw.
Original play by Peripécia Teatro *
Creation, Dramaturgy, Concept of Scenic Space and Costumes_ Sérgio Agostinho, Noelia Domínguez and José Carlos
Garcia | Direction_ José Carlos Garcia | Cast_ Noelia Domínguez and Sérgio Agostinho | Live Music_ Vitor Hugo
Ribeiro | Scene Photography_ Lino Silva | Scenery, Props and Graphic Design_ Taveira Durão | Vocal Coach_ Joana Valente
| Lighting_ Nuno Tomás
* With an excerpt of “Home” by Warsan Shire, an adaptation of the song “Como Madame Bovary” by Liliana Felipe and loosely inspired in a
text from “Cadernos de Lanzarote” (1993) by José Saramago

Running time_ 55' I Rating_ 3
More at_ http://peripeciateatro.com/
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FRIDAY 19 JULY »

MUSIC/
ARTISTIC RESIDENCY
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

“Sete pecados musicais”

musical direction by soprano MARGARIDA MARECOS

Staged recital inspired by the seven deadly sins
Gluttony, Greed, Envy, Lust, Wrath, Sloth and Vanity
Arias and songs by John Lennon, Caldara, Mozart, Tom Jobim, Kurt Weill and Bernstein
Staging and Artistic Direction_ Margarida Marecos | Singers_ Cláudia Anjos, Estrela Martinho, Margarida Marecos, Rita
Abrunhosa, Sabrina Martinho | Actress_ Dora Martinho | Saxophone_ Hélder Alves | Piano_ Telmo Lopes | Doublebass_
Jorge Vasconcelos
Running time_ 60' I Rating_ 12
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SATURDAY 20 JULY »

THEATRE FOR BABIES
7pm and 9pm « CA - CULTURA VIVA

AL TEATRO
“AL Bá Blá”

During that brief period of our lives, which no one can ever remember, everything is new, stimulating, essential, basic, sensory, sensational, magical. We are receptive to all that may appear, to the discovery of time,
space, others and self. We are fascinated with our body and with the senses, sensations and emotions that it
gives us. And we marvel at the world.
Celebrating this first stage of our lives, we have generated this AL BÁ BLÁ both to dazzle babies and to remember the magic of simple things that may have been forgotten by adults.
Concept and Interpretation_ André Cabrita e Bárbara Faustino I Technical and Operational coordination_ Pedro Ramos
I Video_ Erol Lleri Llordella I Musical Support_ Ariel Rodriguez I Staging, Props, Costumes, Sound, Lighting_ Coletivo
Running time_ 25' I Rating_ U (suitable for all)
More at_ https://www.facebook.com/alteatro.teatrodoarade/
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SATURDAY 06 JULY »

MUSIC
10.30pm « ESPAÇO NORA

THE CLAMS (ESP)
“Mujeres del soul”

The Clams is one of the few female rhythm & soul bands in Spain.
The seven women who make up the group offer an explosion of black music with soul and blues echoes,
with casual winks to jazz and swing.
Their performances count on legions, not followers, but on unconditional devotees who come to indulge
in the most amusing, daring and irreverent cult around black music.
"Fun and warlike.” is how this group is portrayed, a group whose name originates misunderstandings.
They were inspired by the Anglo-Saxon expression 'Happy as a clam at high tide' and the theme of Elvis
Presley's 'Do the clam'.
Main vocals_ Marina | Bass_ Silvia | Drums_ Maylin | Keyboard_ Laura | Guitar_ Henar | Trumpet_ Almudena | Tenor
saxophone_ Katia
Running time_ 80' I Rating_ 12
More at_ https://www.facebook.com/theclamsband/
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DANCE YOUR HEART OUT
BECAUSE THE PARTY
ISN'T OVER YET!

FRIDAY 05 JULY» Midnight

FRIDAY 19 JULY» Midnight

MONSIEUR PAPILLON invites
GROGUE PROGRESSIVO

MONSIEUR PAPILLON invites
GABI VON DUB

Grogue Progressivo (André Espada and
Teresa Pizarro) propose a journey to the
speed of sounds through the world of
sugarcane brandies and the hitching of
spicy delicacies to sharpen the taste buds
of all passengers.

Gabi von Dub celebrates with Noites Na
Nora – NNN, celebrating also 20 years of
'djing', music, dance and freedom. With his
accomplice Monsieur Papillon, he brings
life back to Cabaret Tutti-Frutti to shake the
night up with a lot of rhythm and
unpredictable sounds from all the worlds
and a few others!

“Primavera na Selva”

SATURDAY 06 JULY e 13 JULY» Midnight

MONSIEUR PAPILLON

“Antologia”

Compilation party of all the successes of
which there is memory of being listened
and danced at Noite In Nora. In the
evening, in good company, in a sort of
wanted records where the head rests on the
shoulder and cries. Randomly chosen hits
between smiles and glasses in hand, raise
the spirits if there are stars, if there aren't
any, there are colours dancing in the sky.
Anthologically yours, Monsieur Papillon.
FRIDAY 12 JULY» Midnight

MONSIEUR PAPILLON invites
GOOD TIME GIRLS

“Ajoelhou? Vai ter que rezar!”
Devotees of music, Leonor, Nadia and
Teresa form the "Good Time Girls". They
say that music has saved their soul but they
don't say no to a good deal with Lucifer!
Pray to Bowie and Stevie Wonder, Patti and
the Stones ... and never, never ask for
forgiveness! Come pray with them and
keep hopeful for salvation!

“Cabaret Tutti-Frutti”

SATURDAY 20 JULY» Midnight

MONSIEUR PAPILLON invites
SEÑOR PELOTA

“Olhós vizinhos!”

What do we look for when we go out
dancing? Whatever the moment, in
whatever form, the most certain thing is
that Señor Pelota has found, collected and
prepared the right disc for the right
moment. For the right happiness. Because
he knows all. The journey of André Soares,
son of the city of Serpa and aka Señor
Pelota, began in 1998, trained in the
golden period of raves and illegal parties
that he helped organise, soon therein
making his mark, one that everyone
recognises: he is a DJ who is also a host.
We don’t have space in this programme to
include all of Señor Pelota's journey as a
DJ, programmer and editor, so we just say:
the last night of the 20th edition of NNN
will be promising. Welcome home and
“Olhós vizinhos”, André. Oh, okay, but
he's also a neighbour of Nora. Then, go
ahead!
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